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Abstract
With the advent of the Web and the efforts towards a Semantic
Web the nature of knowledge engineering has changed dras-
tically. In this position paper we propose four principles for
knowledge engineering on a Web scale. We illustrate these
principles with examples from our research in developing a
Semantic Web application targeted at cross-collection search
in virtual cultural-heritage collections.

Changes in the nature of knowledge
engineering

In the eighties the typical knowledge-engineering task was
to model and formalize knowledge in one particular appli-
cation domain. Knowledge engineering was carried out in
the context of the construction of knowledge systems that
were targeted at problem-solving tasks such as diagnosis,
assessment and planning. Knowledge engineering was per-
formed in a relatively small, closed area. In the nineties we
saw the advent of ontologies as a vehicle for integration of
knowledge bases built for different applications. The term
“distributed” is used, but it refers to a set of physically dis-
tributed well-understood knowledge bases.

During the last decade the Web has resulted in a dramatic
change of the nature of knowledge engineering. One can
view Semantic Web applications as the knowledge systems
of this new era, but their knowledge bases have very dif-
ferent properties compared to the closed-world knowledge
systems. Knowledge engineers are confronted with a multi-
tude of knowledge sources, multi-lingual, often shallow and
heterogeneous. In this paper we propose a number of prin-
ciples that can guide knowledge engineering in a Web con-
text (Section ). We illustrate these principles with exam-
ples from knowledge-engineering practice in the E-Culture
project (briefly introduced in the next section).

E-Culture: a sample application
The E-Culture demonstrator (Schreiber et al. 2006) (win-
ner of the Semantic Web Challenge at ISWC’06) deals with
data and metadata of a range of cultural-heritage collections.
The objective of the demonstrator is to show how semantic-
web technology can be used to provide semantic search in
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a large virtual collection of cultural-heritage resources. The
knowledge base contains a number of vocabularies, which
range in size from small (1,000 entries) to large (300,000
entries). Collection data (i.e. images of artworks) should
have a URL at the local site of the collection owner. The
metadata are harvested in a central server. The server pro-
vides semantic search algorithms for answering queries. For
example, a query for an artwork that depicts “Paris” returns
paintings depicting Paris, but also those depicting Mont-
martre, despite the fact that “Paris” is not part of the meta-
data of this work. A screen shot of the basic search inter-
face is shown in Figure 1. Detailed technical information
about the demonstrator, such as details about the search al-
gorithms and about scalability issues, can be found on the
project website1. The demonstrator is continuously updated
and currently contains metadata of more than 100,000 web-
accessible cultural-heritage objects from a variety (mainly
Dutch) collections, including also the vocabularies used to
index these collections.

For including a particular collection into the virtual col-
lection of the demonstrator, the E-Culture team carries out
four knowledge-engineering tasks (Tordai, Omelayenko, &
Schreiber 2007). Firstly, the collection-specific vocabular-
ies are made available in RDF/OWL format. Secondly,
the metadata scheme is represented as a specialization of
Dublin Core elements, typically using constructs such as
rdfs:subPropertyOf. Thirdly, the metadata are enriched
with additional concepts from other vocabularies in the col-
lection. For example, we try to replace a string ’Ams-
terdam’ with a corresponding Amsterdam concept from
a geographical vocabulary. Fourthly the collection vocab-
ulary is, where possible, aligned with existing vocabular-
ies in the virtual collection by introducing semantic links
such as owl:sameAs. For example, the the art style Edo
in the vocabulary of Dutch ethnographic musea is aligned
with the art style Edo/Tokugawa in Getty’s Art & Archi-
tecture Thesaurus (AAT). The first two steps are relatively
easy. The enrichment and alignment steps are more com-
plex and require extensive use of both manual and automatic
knowledge-acquisition techniques.

In the next section we use the E-Culture application to il-
lustrate the proposed “knowledge-engineering for the Web”

1http:e-culture.multimedian.nl



Figure 1: Basic search screen of E-Culture application (http://e-culture.multimedia.ml/demo/search)

principles.

Principles for knowledge engineering on the
Web

Principle 1: Be modest!
The Web contains a wealth of knowledge sources developed
by domain experts over decades or even centuries. In cul-
tural heritage this knowledge is contained in extensive the-
sauri with knowledge about artists, styles, periods, repre-
sented in a semi-formalized way. In other domains such as
medicine we find a similar situation. Also, general knowl-
edge sources such as lexical thesauri (WordNets for different
languages) and geographical databases (TGN, Geonames)
provide key knowledge structures for intelligent Web appli-
cations in specific application areas.

As an example, let’s take a look at the Union List of Artist
Names (ULAN), one of the cultural-heritage thesauri of the
Getty Foundation2. The term “list” is a somewhat mislead-
ing: the thesaurus contains extensive biographical informa-
tion in the form of a associative semantic network. A frag-
ment of the ULAN entry for the French painter Henri Ma-
tisse is shown in Figure 2. The information given is useful in
semantic-search applications. For example, when a person
is searching for works by Matisse, the E-Culture application

2http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting research/
vocabularies/ulan/

uses links to related artists (e.g. student, teacher, worked
With) to suggest other possibly interesting art works. ULAN
also contains spelling variations for artist names (e.g., 18
name variants of Rembrandt), which makes preprocessing
of artist names in queries almost superfluous.

As knowledge engineers we should strive to control our
eagerness to discard such a knowledge source just because
it contains some errors. Computer scientists have criticized
the English-American WordNet for its ambiguous seman-
tics of the hyponym relation, which can have the meaning of
subclass, part-of and instance-of3. Although this is true,
it is no reason to discard the WordNet altogether. Errors in
large knowledge sources are a fact of life. The E-Culture
demonstrator is an example that shows how WordNet, de-
spite its shortcomings, can be used effectively as a knowl-
edge source.

Principle 2: Think large!
When Lenat gave his famous invited talk “On thresholds of
knowledge” (Lenat & Feigenbaum 1991) at IJCAI’87 in Mi-
lan about the need to formalize encyclopedic knowledge, he
found few supporters in the audience. With the benefit of
hindsight we must now admit that he was right in the sense
that Semantic Web applications require large amounts rela-
tively simple domain knowledge. Geographical databases,

3Me recent versions of WordNet have more refined semantics,
but that is beside the point.



Figure 2: ULAN thesaurus entry for Henri Matisse (screen
shot of the E-Culture demonstrator)

WordNets and thesauri such as the AAT and ULAN are ex-
amples of this. Although the level of formal semantics of
these sources might be lower that the ontologies in research
papers, their sheer size makes them valuable (if not essen-
tial) knowledge repositories. Our knowledge-engineering
techniques should scale to the level where the methods can
work with such large corpora.

Publishing and accessing large vocabularies on the Web
is not always an easy job. Detailed knowledge-engineering
issues arise with respect to, for example, URI naming and
access policies. The publication of WordNet 2.0 on the Web
(van Assem, Gangemi, & Schreiber 2006) provides a case
study of how to tackle these problems. The W3C has also
published technical recipes for Web publication of vocabu-
laries (Berrueta & Phipps 2008).

Principle 3: Develop and use patterns!
A key outcome of knowledge-engineering research in the
eighties and early nineties (typically for stand-alone knowl-
edge systems) was the use of patterns, such as patterns for
the structure of knowledge-intensive tasks like diagnosis and
assessment (Eriksson et al. 1995; Schreiber et al. 1994).
This insight is still a useful guiding principle.

SKOS4 is a pattern for representing vocabularies on the
Web in an interoperable way. SKOS has already attracted a
large user community. Gangemi has described a library of

4http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/

ontology-engineering patterns (Gangemi 2005). Other sam-
ple patterns have been described by participants of the W3C
Semantic Web Best Practices Group5, e.g. for n-ary rela-
tions (Noy & Rector 2006), value spaces (Rector 2005), and
part-whole relations6.

Pattern development is a way to describe good practices of
knowledge engineering, while still preserving the possibility
for the pattern user to adapt the pattern to the needs of the do-
main. Patterns should contain the minimal set of ontological
commitments required for modeling a certain type of knowl-
edge. In a sense, patterns are the alternatives for top-level
ontologies, which often are ontologically over-committed
and therefore hardly used in knowledge-engineering prac-
tice (with the possible exception of more or less universally
agreed ontologies about notions like time and units of mea-
sure). In the cultural-heritage domain CIDOC-CRM (Doerr
2005) is often quoted as a top-level ontology that should be
used, but in practice it hardly is. It is our conjecture that top-
level ontologies have not reached the level of maturity to be
used for modeling adequately the semantics of an applica-
tion area. Using either patterns or partial alignments (see
the next principle) is a more realistic option. In E-Culture
we found the patterns for thesauri (SKOS), for n-ary rela-
tions and for value spaces to be useful ontology-engineering
aids.

Principle 4: Don’t recreate but enrich and align!
There is still a tendency in the ontology-engineering com-
munity to think that we need to re-engineer existing knowl-
edge sources because these are “wrong”, or at least contain
mistakes, This approach is unrealistic and will mean the Se-
mantic Web will never come about.

One nice feature of the Web is that it allows us to add
knowledge to existing knowledge sources. By simply us-
ing the URL mechanism we can easily create a knowledge
base that contains additional information about a vocabu-
lary published elsewhere on the Web. Instead of recreat-
ing ontologies, we should be content with enriching and
aligning existing knowledge sources. For example, concepts
defined in thesauri often have scope notes which contains
lots of implicit semantics about the concept. Knowledge-
engineering techniques should be employed to make these
implicit meanings explicit.

For example, take the description of the concept “Expres-
sionist” in the Getty Art & Architecture Thesaurus, of which
a part is shown in Figure 3. The scope note contains infor-
mation about start and end time of this art style. We can also
make explicit that it is mainly a German art style. Knowl-
edge engineers should use their information-extraction tech-
niques to make such semantic information explicit and in
this way enrich the thesaurus. We don’t need to change
the thesaurus; we don’t even require permission of the AAT
owners: as long as the AAT is published on the Web and
the concept has a URI, we can define our enrichments and
publish those also on the Web for all to use.

5http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/BestPractices/
6http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/BestPractices/OEP/

SimplePartWhole/index.html



Figure 3: AAT concept Expressionist with a scope note.
The hasArtist links are an example of enrichment. Snapshot
of the E-Culture demonstrator

Another important form of enrichment is ontology align-
ment. Over the past few years the Semantic Web commu-
nity has made a considerable research effort to develop new
alignment techniques. In our view alignment techniques
are essential. Complete unification of ontologies is infea-
sible, at least within the foreseeable future. But we do
not want to end up with a collection of unconnected on-
tologies. Therefore, we need to find alignments that give
us a partial unification. The Ontology Evaluation Align-
ment Initiative7 (OAEI) is an important activity in this area
in which ontology-alignment methods are compared based
on their performance against real-life data sets. The E-
Culture demonstrator makes heavy use of alignments be-
tween the different vocabularies used in annotating the col-
lections. The hasArtist values in Figure 3 are an example
alignments: they link AAT styles to artists in ULAN (these
alignment were established semi-automatically, see for de-
tails (de Boer, van Someren, & Wielinga 2006)).

Principle 5: Beware of ontological
over-commitment!
Each statement in an ontology commits the user of this on-
tology to a particular view of the domain. If a definition in an
ontology is stronger than needed, than the ontology is over-
committed. For example, if we state that the name of a per-
son must have a first name and a last name we are introduc-

7http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/

ing a western bias into the ontology and may not be able to
use the ontology in all intended cases (think of cultures with
different naming conventions). Ontology engineers should
aim to define an ontology with a minimal set of ontological
commitments. You can translate this into an (oversimpli-
fied) slogan: “smaller ontologies are better!”. The article
of Gruber (Gruber 1994) gives some principles for minimal
commitments.

Principle 6: Specifying a data model in OWL does
not make it an ontology!
A question often asked by people with a database back-
ground is: “what is the difference between data models and
ontologies?”. One first thing to note is that the difference
between ontologies and data models does not lie in the lan-
guage being used. One can define an ontology in a basic
ER language (although you will be hampered in what you
can say); similarly, one can write a data model with OWL.
Writing something in OWL does not make it an ontology!
The key difference is not the language, but the intended
use. A data model is a model of the information structure in
some restricted well-delimited application domain, whereas
an ontology is intended to provide a set of shared concepts
for multiple users and applications. To put it simply: data
models live in a relatively small closed world; ontologies
are meant for an open, distributed world (hence their impor-
tance for the Web). So, defining a name as consisting of a
first name and a last name might be perfectly OK in a data
model, but may be viewed as incorrect in an ontology.

As an aside, it must be added that there is a tendency to
extend the scope of data models, e.g. in large companies,
and thus there is an increasing tendency to “ontologize” data
models.

Principle 7: The required level of formal semantics
depends on the domain!
The quality of an ontology is by some measured through the
number of OWL constructs used. This is a serious miscon-
ception and does not take the differences between domains
into account. As an example, let’s consider two knowledge-
rich areas with large amounts of open knowledge sources
(and therefore ideal for development of Semantic Web ap-
plication): biomedicine and cultural heritage. The need
for a highly formal OWL language mainly comes from the
biomedical area. There is a good reason for this: biomed-
ical people are typically working with large models (e.g.,
chemical, anatomical, genetic) which have precise formal
knowledge models. Describing the physical and functional
characteristics of such models requires a high degree of for-
mal expressivity. The cultural-heritage domain, on the other
hand, is by its nature less formal. Many of the links in the
semantic network do not lend themselves well for a detailed
semantic description. For example, the relation between a
gene and a DNA strand can be defined much more precisely
than the relation between an artists and his/her teacher. The
use of OWL in the E-Culture project was extremely useful,
but it was limited to precisely four features of OWL, namely
the individual-equality relation owl:sameAs (for align-



ment and disambiguation) and the logical property charac-
teristics owl:inverseOf, owl:symmetricProperty and
owl:transitiveProperty (for traversing the semantic-
search graph). For this reason debates about the required ex-
pressivity of OWL (e.g. OWL DL versus OWL Full) should
not take the form of theological debates, but rather be ap-
proached as a dialectic discussion in which differences in
application perspectives have to be acknowledge and taken
into account.

Post mortem
This position paper was written from the perspective of ap-
plication developers in one particular field, and should be
understood in this context. However, we strongly belief that
only through creating “data points” by building and using
realistic Semantic Web applications, we, as a research com-
munity, can move the Semantic Web field above the level
of an academic exercise. When we (the “we” here refers
to the team of people listed in the acknowledgments) con-
structed the demonstrator and submitted it to the Semantic
Web Challenge, we got comments like “oh, but this is the
traditional Semantic Web system”. Yes, that’s true. But the
problem is that hardly anybody has, as yet, actually built this
“traditional Semantic Web system”, at least not with a stable
and enduring user community.
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